
Capabilities of HUBE,the Hopkins Ultraviolet ExplorerBy RICHARD C. HENRYDepartment of Physis & Astronomy, The Johns Hopkins University,Baltimore, MD 21218-2695, USAIn April 1996, the Hopkins Ultraviolet Bakground Explorer (HUBE) was seleted by NASAas a Medium-lass Explorer Alternate Mission. (An Alternate Mission undergoes Pre-Phase-Astudy, and also undergoes De�nition Study, should the primary mission not sueed in its ownDe�nition Study phase.) HUBE, as a Medium-lass Explorer, will open an important new �eldof astrophysial researh: doing for di�use UV radiation what IRAS and COBE have alreadydone for the di�use infrared. Although optimized for the study of the di�use UV bakground,HUBE, as the �rst sensitive survey instrument in the UV, will disover vast numbers of pointsoures. For example, HUBE will disover all of the quasars that are exploitable by HST andFUSE. Please visit the HUBE homepage, http://msx4.pha.jhu.edu1. IntrodutionHUBE will perform an all-sky survey of the osmi di�use ultraviolet bakground radia-tion and ultraviolet point soures in the wavelength ranges 850�1200�A and 1230�2000�A.Both imaging and spetrosopy will be employed to produe a wealth of signi�ant newinformation on the following important astrophysial problems:� the nature of the hot omponent of the interstellar medium (ISM) and the galatihalo,� the distribution of moleular hydrogen in the ISM,� the distribution of interstellar dust and the sattering properties of the interstellargrains,� the integrated light of galaxies, for study of star formation and galaxy evolution,� the possibility of radiation from an ionized intergalati medium, or (more speula-tively) from the deay of neutrinos or more exoti partiles of non-zero rest mass,� the loation and ultraviolet brightness, of faint stars, galaxies, and quasars, and� spetra of faint point soures, 912� 1800�A.2. The HUBE TeamHUBE Co-Investigators are: A.F. Davidsen, P.D. Feldman, H. Ford, J. Kruk, J. Murthy,D.A. Neufeld (JHU), L.J. Paxton, K. Peaok (JHU/APL), J. Atkins, E. Hammond(Morgan State U), G. Carranza (C�ordoba, Argentina), P.A. Charles (Oxford), M. Clampin(STSI), E. Conway (Sykesville Middle Shool), P. Jakobsen (ESTEC), R.A. Kimble(GSFC), R.W. O'Connell (UVa), A. Sandage (Carnegie), and C. Vaz (U. Algarve, Por-tugal).3. The HUBE ConeptHUBE has been desribed in a preliminary way by Kimble et al. (1990). An overviewof di�use ultraviolet bakground radiation is given by Henry (1991), while reent researhpapers on this subjet inlude Henry (1995), Henry & Murthy (1993, 1994), Murthy &Henry (1995), and Murthy et al. (1993, 1994).337
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Figure 1. HUBE, the Hopkins Ultraviolet Bakground Explorer, when implemented by NASAwill �ll the last remaining gaps in humankind's initial survey of our Universe. It will arry outa mapping mission for the di�use ultraviolet bakground radiation, as well as a point souresurvey that will �nd millions of ultraviolet-emitting objets.HUBE will operate in two extremely dark regions of the eletromagneti spetrum:shortward of Lyman �, and between the intense geooronal Lyman � line at 1216�A andthe zodiaal light, whih brightens greatly longward of 2000�A. The sky bakground inthe HUBE band is � 100 times fainter than that in the visible, even from spae. Asa result, the potential for HUBE to detet entirely new lasses of objets is very great.HUBE will, for example, be ideal for deteting large, extremely low surfae brightnessobjets, suh as Lyman � emitting louds out to redshifts � 0:5.Three small (two 20 m aperture, one 8 m aperture) omplementary, o-aligned in-struments are employed by HUBE to eluidate the relative ontributions of the possiblesoures listed above. All instruments inorporate photon-ounting mirohannel platedetetors virtually idential to detetors now ying suessfully on EUVE. The threeinstruments are:� an f /3.2 imager (1350�2000�A and 1350�1600�A), 2:5 Æ �eld of view, 35 00 resolution,� FUVS, an f /2 spetrograph (1230� 1800�A) with 5�A spetral resolution� EUVS, an f /5 spetrograph (850� 1200�A) with 3�A and 17�A resolution.The HUBE instruments will be mounted on a near-dupliate of the SWAS spaeraftto be built by Goddard Spae Flight Center. The all-sky survey will require, nominally,217 days of operation, allowing, in a two-year mission, seletion of a large number ofadditional \deep-pointing" targets for intensive examination. HUBE is inexpensive be-ause it is small and simple. High sensitivity for di�use radiation requires short foallengths and fast f /ratios. For this reason instruments suh as IUE and HST are om-
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Figure 2. In any wavelength band, one wishes to have available a sky survey that iswell-mathed to the attainable magnitude limits of the most powerful large telesopes in thatsame wavelength band. For example, in the visible, the Palomar Sky Survey is well-mathed tothe apabilities of Kek and HST. In marked ontrast, the only all-sky survey in the ultraviolet,TD-1, is ludirously ill-mathed to the power of HST-STIS and FUSE. Our �gure shows howHUBE will remedy this situation.pletely insensitive to the UV bakground. The optis, detetors, pointing, mehanial,and thermal requirements for HUBE pose no signi�ant new tehnial hallenges. Therequired spaeraft an be provided eonomially by reproduing the Goddard SWASdesign. As a result, the proposed ost for HUBE is exeptionally well-founded.We partiularily emphasize that while HUBE will break new ground sienti�ally, inall other respets it is extremely onservative. There is no detetor development involved;the HUBE detetors are simple adaptations of urrently-ying (EUVE) detetors, andthese detetors are of a kind with whih the Johns Hopkins Applied Physis Laboratoryhas substantial diret experiene. The spaeraft maximizes investment return on theGoddard Spae Flight Center development of the SWAS spaeraft. The instrumentsare simple and straightforward. The weight and power and ost estimates are lear and�rm. REFERENCESHenry, R. C. 1991, ARA&A, 29, 89Henry, R. C. 1995, in The Physis of the Interstellar Medium and Intergalati Medium, ASPConfererene Proeedings, 80, ed. A. Ferrara, C. Heiles, C. MKee and P. Shapiro, (SanFraniso: ASP), p. 561Henry, R. C., & Murthy, J. 1993, ApJ Letters 418, L17
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Figure 3. Point Soures as Deteted by the HUBE Imager: along the bottom sale, thelogarithm of the number of ounts the HUBE imager will obtain for one star in a 20 minuteexposure. The limits for detetion of these stars against the osmi di�use bakground areshown as short vertial lines. The vertial axis gives the logarithm of the number of stars thatwill produe that number of ounts (or more); that is, this is a standard log N - log S plot.The atual stars that are plotted are two samples, the TD-1 stars at latitudes higher thanjbj = 30 degrees (lower urve), and the TD-1 stars at lower latitudes (the upper urve). Theshort straight line tangent to the bright end of the upper urve is what would be expeted fora uniform distribution of equal-brightness stars throughout spae. It mathes the upper urvefor the brightest stars, whih are essentially unreddened, but note the immediate, strong, andinreasing e�ets of interstellar reddening for fainter stars. The data plotted go about a fator 10in brightness fainter than the level to whih TD-1 is believed to be omplete; this inompletenessis apparent at the faint ends of the two lines. It is interesting to speulate from these data as tohow many fainter stars HUBE will detet. Limits on what HUBE might �nd for fainter stars areprovided by existing measurements of the osmi di�use bakground. If one assumes that themeasurement or upper limit is due to an unresolved population of faint point objets (eg, whitedwarfs or halo stars), one gets the distributions shown by the straight lines labelled \100 [1000℄photon units bakground." It is lear that the 35 00 spatial resolution of HUBE is adequate toavoid any likely soure-onfusion problems. UIT and FAUST experiene strongly on�rms thisidea.Henry, R. C., & Murthy, J. 1994, in Extragalati Bakground Radiation, ed. D. Calzetti, M.Fall, M. Livio, and P. Madau (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), p. 51Kimble, R. A., Henry, R. C., & Parese, F. 1990, in IAU Symposium No. 139, The Galatiand Extragalati Bakground Radiation, ed. S. Bowyer & C. Leinert (Dordreht: KluwerAademi Publishers), p. 441Murthy, J., Im, M., Henry, R. C., & Holberg, J. B. 1993, ApJ 419, 739Murthy, J., Henry, R. C., & Holberg, J. B. 1994, ApJ 428, 233Murthy, J., and Henry, R. C. 1995, ApJ, 448, 848




